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Abstract--Unconditional stability and consistency are considered using an implicit finite-diff- 
erence finite Fourier transform--perturbation technique for the damped Boussinesq equation. Con- 
vergence and error analysis for the difference scheme are also discussed. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The propagation i a medium with dispersions of long waves on the surface of shallow water and 
nonlinear oscillation in an elastic string has been extensively studied in recent years (see [1 6] 
and references therein). The governing equation of such propagation with viscosity is called the 
damped Boussinesq equation. 
Existence and uniqueness of local solution of this equation are studied based on spectral and 
perturbation theories by Varlamov [7] for the Cauchy problem. Varlamov [8] has studied con- 
structive solution of this equation on a periodic domain with sufficiently small initial data. 
Since it is difficult to control the nonlinear term (u2)xx in this equation, DE Frutos and Sanz- 
Serna [1] and Ortega and Sanz-Serna [5] have obtained the nonlinear stability using the extended 
Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem. In [6], it is shown that the numerical solution exists locally. 
But we control directly the nonlinear term and show the global existence of the numerical solution. 
In this paper, a finite-difference scheme for the damped Boussinesq equation is studied. Using 
the finite Fourier transform and perturbation technique, stability of nonlinear implicit finite- 
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difference approximate solutions for this equation is obtained. 
and error estimates are studied. 
2. F IN ITE-D IFFERENCE 
We will consider the damped Boussinesq equation 
with one-periodic boundary conditions 
u(x, t) = u(x + 1, t), x E R, 
and initial conditions 
The corresponding convergence 
SCHEMES 
xcR,  0<t<T<o% (2.1) 
respectively, as 
M-1 
(v, w) = h ~ y~w~, 
m~0 
h ~i  \ i/2 
IlVll = v~)  , 
\ m=O 
for V, W E Zh.  Further, the energy norm is defined as 
Ill(V, W)lll 2 = A(V, W) 2 + I(V) ~ + I (W)% (2.2) 
where the averaging functional I (V) = h V'M-1 Z.~r~=O V,~ and 
2 1 
~t(v,w)~ (v -w)  ~ (IID~vII~+IID~WII~) +5(lID_VII 2+IID_WI[2) = ~ +7 
For a discretization in the temporal direction, let k = T/K  with a positive integer K, U~ = 
a(xm, t,~) for tn : nk, n = O, 1, . . . ,  K, and f (n) : ( f (n + 1) + f (n  - 1))/2. Define difference 
operators 0t and Or, respectively, as 
~tV n - (Vn-U  n- l)  OtV n : (U n+l _Vn-1)  
k ' (2k) 
We now define an approximate solution U~n of (2.1) as a solution of the finite-difference equation 
for n_  1, 
r~2rrn+l 2bOtD2U~ + aD40~n 2 -n - - D U~ =/3D 2 (0,~) 2 (2.3) vt ~Trb 
I lV l l~-  max IV=h 
O<m<M-- i  
Following the ideas in [5], the standard inner product, discrete L<norm and L°°-norm are defined, 
T_Um=U.,_I, 
D+Um = (Vrn+l -- Urn)  D-Urn = (V,~ - Urn-i) 
h ' h 
D 2 = D+D_, D 4 = D2D 2. 
Here ¢(x) and ¢(x) are given infinitely differentiable one-periodic functions and e is a positive 
constant whose magnitude will be confined later. Constants a and b are positive such that a > b 2 
and 13 is unrestricted in sign. 
Let h =- 1/M with a positive integer M >_ 2, and Zh be the set of all one-periodic functions 
defined on {Xm [ m ---- 0, ±1, +2 . . . .  } with Xm : rah. Thus, each element U e Zh is U : (U, 0 
with Um= Um+M. The finite-difference operators from ~h to itself are defined by 
~(x, o) = d¢(~), ~(~,  o) = d¢(~),  • e R. 
O<t<T<c~, 
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with the periodic boundary conditions 
and the initial conditions 
U" ~ Zh, n > o, (2.4) 
u o = ~2¢.~, (2.5a) 
k 2 
= u~ u ° + k~2¢~ + T~ 2 {2b¢ . . . .  - ~¢ . . . . . .  + ¢ . . . .  + 9~ ~ . (2.55) 
Since equation (2.3) consists of a nonlinear term, it is not easy to show the stability and 
existence of U,~ directly from (2.3)-(2.5). In order to overcome this difficulty, we will change (2.3) 
into a system of linear equations with no spacial difference operator. For this strategy, we will 
use the finite Fourier transform and perturbation technique. 
For any fixed positive integer n and a function U~, we define the finite Fourier transform U~ 
of V~ as 
M-1 
~f~ ~- E C-27ri£m/Mun' e = 0 , . . . ,  M - 1, (2.6a) 
m=O 
where i = x/-~. Then its inverse finite Fourier transform is defined as 
M-1 
U~ 1 E e2"i~mlM[fn = ~ ~, m = 0 , . . . ,M-  1. (2.6b) 
~=0 
n M--1 e2zri~m/M~f~ Replacing U n = ( l /M)  Y]-z=o in (2.3), we obtain 
~2~+1 ~_ 2bA~Ot(/2 + aA~U~ + A~U~ -~Ae UaU[, , (2.7) 
where A~ = - (e  2~ri~/M- 2 + e-2~i~/M)/h 2 = 4(sinTct.h/h) 2 and ~ stands for the summation 
with a + b = g, a + b = M + g, and 0 < a, b < M-  1. 
In order to obtain a system of linear equations, we now represent ~r{ in (2.7) as a formal series 
in 5 E (0, 1) and Ve g such that 
5N+Iv, NIn ~ ~ 0,1, . ,M  1, (2.8) U~ =- g k ), ~ '" - 
N=0 
and compare the coefficients of equal powers of 5. Then, we obtain a system of linear equations 
about N 
5t2Vt°(n + 1) + 2bAtOtVt°(n) + aA~Vt°(n) + AtVt°(n) = 0, (2.9a) 
Oyv~N(n + 1) + 2bA~OtvtN (n) + aA~Vtg (n) + AtVtN (n) 
j= l  
3. STABIL ITY  
In this section, we will discuss stability of U~ using the solution V~ N of (2.9). If we define for 
N_>I ,  g= 0 ,1 , . . . ,M-  1, 
M--1 
1 C_2~ri~rn/MUr~ ' vtg(n)=O, V° (n)=~ E n=0,1 ,  (3.1) 
m=0 
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then U~ is well defined with respect o (2.8), (2.6a), and (2.5). It follows from (2.6b) and (2.8) 
that 
U~ = MO~ + 1M z--~ 2~,tr~/M ¢jN+Iv£N(n ) . (3.2) 
g=l N=0 
Letting VoN(n) = 0 with N > 1, and using (2.8), we obtain gr~ = 6VoO(n). Then, it follows 
from A0 = 0 and (2.9a) with g = 0 that U~ = ~o +n(Oo 1 _ ~00). Therefore, we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant C1 of 0(1) such that for n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  K 
1 ~ < CI¢2" 
M 
We may now show the boundedness of IVeN(n)] by the induction. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a constant C2 of 0(1) such that for N = 0, 1, . . .  
max Iv N(n)I < =. (3.3) 
0<n<K -- 
l_<e<M-1 
PROOF. We can rewrite (2.9a) as CeVe°(n + 1) - 2Ve°(n) + DeVe°(n - 1) = 0, so that 
Ve°(n) = Fer~ + Ges~, 1 < £ < M - 1, 0 < n < K, (3.4) 
where Fe = (V~°(1) - V°(O))/(re - se) + ((1 - se)Ve°(0))/(re - se), Ge = Ve° (0) - Fe, and both re 
and se are roots of the quadratic equation Cez 2 -2z  + De = O. Then, it follows from (3.4), (3.1), 
and (2.5) that inequality (3.3) holds for N = 0 where C2 depends on U ° ,  ulm, a, and b. 
In order to apply the induction, assume that the inequality 
VeQ(n) < ~ C2e 2 (3.5) 
holds fo r0<Q<N-1 ,  1 <g<M-1 ,0<n<K.  Multiplying(2.gb) w i thN:Q+land 
n = ~] by OtVee+l, summing the result from U = 1 to n, dividing the result by At and using (3.1) 
0¢ ---'2 and (3.5), we obtain for A = Y-~.j=I 3
7=1 j=O 
1 ~ Q+I =-]¢~fl-'M E {vd-l(r]÷l)Vg+l-J(T]÷l)÷gd-1(r]-1)gg+1-J(77-1)} OqtV?+l(77) 
~=I d=l 
(7) 
r/=l 
If e is small so that (4/b)f12/~2C22£ 4 _< 1, we obtain the desired result. II 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U,~ be the solution of (2.3)-(2.5). Then, there exists a constant C such that 
max Ilfnll  _ CP, 
O<n<K 
PROOF. It follows from (3.2) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
M~ 1 M-1 c~ Un-~" ÷--j~ E e27riem/M E (~N+IvfN(?/') 
e=l N=O 
1 M- I~_~ ( 1 )5  5 
C1£2 ÷M e=IE N=o(~N+I ~ C262 --'< C1(~2 ÷C2~2--1--  (~' 
Thus, we  obtain the desired results. | 
Hereafter, the constant C is a generic positive constant of O(1). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let U,~ be the solution of (2.3)-(2.5). Then, there exists a constant C such that 
max HD_U'~[[~ < C. 
O<n<K 
PROOF. Forming the inner product between (2.3) with n = r /and OtU ~ and using the fact that 
1 T_U v+l) D_U ~+1 (g  ~-1 + T_U ~-1) D_ D_ (527) 2 = ~ II(v,+' + + v , - l r l  
< ( max IIU~ll~o ) (IID_U~+*II + IID_U~-'[]) 
\o<_n<_K 
we obtain 
1~ 1- ii =} -2 t[]oturl+l][2q-2bHD-°qtarl]12Jr- ~ {4 (~t[ID2UrT+j][2)Jr-'40t][a-Url+j 
j=O 
_< 1 (,0>~v ,~,,~) = (jl~ ~+,,~ + '~ ~'0  * ~,~ 0,~,,~ 
Summing up and using Theorem 3.1, the discrete Gronwall inequality, and the discrete Sobolev 
imbedding theorem (see [5]), we obtain the desired result. | 
4. ERROR EST IMATES 
Let e ~ = u ~ - U n be the error of approximate solution of (2.3)-(2.5). Then, we obtain the 
following error estimate. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a constant C such that 
Ill(P, e"-1)]1[ _ e (Ill(el, e°)lll + k = + h=). 
PROOF. Replacing U ~ = u ~ - e ~ in (2.3) with n = 7, taking an inner product and using (2.1), 
the Taylor's theorem and the Young's inequality, we obtain 
2 t[]Ote~+l][2+2bHD-Ote~N2+ - 4(Stl[D2e~+JH2)+lOt][D-e~+Jl]=} (4.1) 
Note that 
_<c(ll~"l/÷ IlD-~"II) 
Applying (4.2) to (4.1) and using the discrete Poincar4 inequality, we obtain 
1 
~ {~ (~, II~+'ll ~) i-~, } Ha, II¢e~+lll= ÷ 2b lID a,e'~ll 2 + ~ + [[D_e'7+J 1[ = 
j=0 
1 (4.3) 
< ~ke {llD_e'+' =ill= + ± (e'+*-=0= + II0,e,+,-,ll= +/~4 _[_ h4}. 
j=O 
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Using ~M-1  D2e~ = 0 and (2.3) with n = 7, we obtain rn=0 
M-1 M-1 M-1 e~ -- e'~m -1 M-1 
m=0 m=0 m=O m~0 
That is, for some C 
II I -< II(e')l + k II1( ,, +ck  (k + (4.4) 
Equation (4.4) becomes for some g and ~ _> 1 
(4.5) 
Since I(el)  2 - I(e°) 2 = I(el)  2 < gk 6, it follows from (4.3) and (4.5) that for ~ >_ 1 
I I l(er/+l,e~) III 2 -  II[(erl, e77-1) I1[ 2 < ]gC { I]I (erlt-1, er~)I 112--}  III (er}, er/-1)]l l  2 q- #(7])q- ]g4 q_ h4},  
where 
Hence, we obtain 
0, ,(~) = { 
( 
if~---- 1, 
i f~>2.  
(1 - gk) ]ll(en+l,en)]ll 2 <:(l+gk) lll(en, eV-1)[ll 2 +gk#(u)+Ck(ka+h4). (4.6) 
Summing (4.6) from ~/= 1 and n - 1 and applying the discrete Gronwall inequality with k 
such that 1 - gk > 0, we obtain the desired result. | 
REMARK 4.1. It follows from (2.2) and (2.5) that there exists a constant C such that ]ll(e 1, e°)lll < 
gk 2. Hence, we obtain 
III III_< C (k2 + h2) • 
REMARK 4.2. Using the discrete Sobolev imbedding theorem, we also obtain 
]le~ll~ + []D-e~H~ <_ g (k 2 + h2). 
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